Winter Global Equities Conference
The Palm Hotel and Casino
Las Vegas, NV
Friedland Investment Events is proud to announce our next Global Equities Conference at the

Palms Hotel and

Casino

where business and pleasure go hand-in-hand, providing the ideal platform to meet face to face with CEO’s, network
with peers and meet with institutions, fund managers and investors while enjoying all that Las Vegas has to offer.

Why Present:
To position yourself and your organization in front of an audience made up of the leading institutions, hedge funds,
brokers, analysts, venture capitalists and investors. With our in-depth experience in hosting such events, we are
uniquely positioned to match company executives with the financial community. You’d be hard-pressed to find a
better venue and program anywhere else.
The result…A focused agenda, populated with industry executives and financial community experts and investors
shaping the landscape, sharing and debating their views in innovative presentations and panel formats.
Included will be Presenting Companies from industries such as Alternative Energy, Technology, Life Science /
Medical, Oil & Gas, Natural Resources and many more.
Guaranteed meetings: Three weeks prior to the start of the conference, each company will receive a list of high net
worth investors, fund managers, brokers and investment banks so each company can arrange one-on-one meets
during specific times throughout the event.

Why Attend:
To meet, network and build relationships with the leading executives and industry peers.
We’ve talked with several hundred companies from start-up to Fortune 500 on a host of internal criteria before
inviting those we believe demonstrate true business momentum.
Having pulled together a focused agenda, we feel that there’s no better way to set the context for the presentations
delivered by the CEOs of over 25 companies as well as presentations by industry experts.
Friedland Investment Events is the world's largest sponsor of financial and investment events, sponsoring hundreds of events
annually throughout the United States and Europe. These events include all-day conferences, luncheons, breakfasts, VIP cocktail
receptions, and other special events.

